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Unlike Korean universities, many subjects such as law, business

administration and science are, and large, for professional education at a

graduate level in American universities. Naturally our intellectual curiosity naturally

leads us to a number of interesting questions like those of what is meant by "professional,"

why a professional education is conducted at the graduate level what is wrong with

undergraduate "professional" education), what (quality) is expected of students of a

professional school to acquire through their undergraduate education (or what lacks> at

the undergraduate level if they are admitted to a professional school right after

graduation from their high schools, and how professional "education" is differentiated from

other or non-professional university instructions and trainings on the one hand and from

trade trainings on the other. Another thing to consider is whether American solutions to

these questions which we are going to find out soon would be simply the reflections of

typical or stereo-typical American ways of thinking related to university organization or

carry such universal validity or quality to be targets for emulation in other countries.

Here we cannot attempt thoroughly to provide all the answers to the questions raised

above. Our goal in this paper is a modest one to describe American ways of thinking and

organization of the university education, particularly with undergraduate education and

legal education among other professional educations and with the linkages between the

two different tiered educations. Then our immediate questions will be why undergraduate

education is necessary and important for legal education, what the nature and

characteristics of American typical undergraduate education are, what the nature and

characteristics of typical American legal education as a professional education are, etc. As

a professor of law, I do not think I am qualified to talk about other professional educations

other than law in America.



With these questions in mind, we were fortunate enough to have had two weeks

research tour of a few US cities this Summer(1995). We conducted innumerable interviews

with officials of an accreditation office, provosts, deans, professors, and administrators of

universities and colleges. The accreditation office which we visited for interviews was

North Central Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Institutions of Higher

Education, and the universities and colleges which we visited for the same purpose include

Northwestern University, Loyola University and Roosevelt University in Chicago, New

York University, the Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New

York, Rutgers University in Newark, Princeton, Yale, Harvard, Northeastern University

and Bunker Hill Community College in Boston, and University of California(Berkeley).

During the tour we have collect many materials to read and to check. This paper is based

on our observations, knowledge gained from the materials, and personal experiences

which we have had first as a graduate student at American universities years back and

later on as a visitor to American campuses.

The distinctive features of American legal education are represented by the following

four characteristics:

(1) It is conducted as a part of university programs;

(2) It is a graduate program;

(3) It is a professional program; and

(4) Its instruction method is the case law method.

In the dynastic Korea, law was a lowly subject which was not considered proper for

noblemen scholars to learn although they were to become the governor-judge of the court;

law was the subject for the lower class people to be specialized in to become the lower

ranking official-legal specialists. In the European continental, law has been one of the

major subjects for learning in universities from their earliest history. In the Anglo

American world, however, it is not an exaggeration to assert that historically an

apprentice system(plus reading Blackstone and other law books of authority) had been the

norm at least until William Blackstone began to teach the Common Law in Oxford in

England in 1753 and Dean and Justice Joseph Story had helped to establish Harvard Law

School as a part of Harvard University in the US in 1829(Harvard Law School itself was
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set up 12 years earlier). It is interesting to know that in the meantime the Roman law was

taught as a part of liberal arts subjets while the common law was not in English

universities. And it took several more decade for legal education(the Common Law

learning) to get established as a regular part of university programs. In England legal

education is still an undergraduate program. The American model of 3 years legal

education after 4 years of undergraduate education now has actually much less than 100

years history. We believe it is a remarkable feat to have had legal education (and legal

research) incorporated as an integral part of university program in the US particularly

when we consider the long history of apprentice system in the Anglo-American world.

Is jurisprudence an art (or trade) or a science for academic pursuit? We believe this

question has many implications for the nature of legal education. By having law

incorporated in university programs jurisprudence has become an important subject for

scientific learning. In legal studies one can incorporate the latest achievements of other

learnings which in turn are influenced by the recent legal and jurisprudential

developments. Interdisciplinary studies on law-related issues are today indispensible

parts of the present academic enterprises. We beleive that through scientific legal studies

and intellectual endeavors law, legal academics and practitioners have been having great

bearings on the social changes in American society. Otherwise law might have been

dragging its feet.

My constant inquiry whenever I had chance to meet American law professors this

Summer while travelling and interviewing was and still is why you have graduate-level

legal education in the US for the preparation of this conference. Put the question in

different words, what are the justifications for having legal education at a graduate level?

Why do you require college education for the admission of law school students? What do

you expect for college graduates to possess by having undergraduate education to be law

school students? Is the present quality or level of legal education impossible or impractical

if law students are not college graduates? What is the nature, quality or level of the

current legal education? Is legal education impossible at undergraduate level or is the

present level oflegal education impossible?

What I got from these questions are almost invariably the answers basically consisting

in the following two themes: the first, the tradition, in other words, that is the way it has

been or what we came into having; and the second, college graduates have the better

suited to have professional legal education particularly in terms of critical and creative



mind and maturity. The answers in the two themes, however, sound too streo-typical of

America, and hardly convincing to us who are looking for the scientific justifications for

the American style law school, particularly to those who are seriously thinking of

importing the law school idea to their own country. This is especially so with the answer of

tradition. Why does it have to be the 4 + 3 years arrangement? Why not an undergraduate

law program? As a part of answering the question of how the tradition came into being,

the professional interests mentioned which lie in raising the barrier to entrance to the

market higher. I was also reminded from my reading that the strengthening of educational

requirements such as the three years law program and the college graduation were

originally designed to discourage new immigrants and jews from entering the learned

profession. To my surprise, I have even encountered a few law professors who believed in a

legal education reform of moving from the present 7 (4 + 3) years to 5 (2 + 3) years law

program. They believe that two years of liberal arts and science education are sufficient to

confidently undertake the present three years professional legal education whereby

reducing the required educational expenses considerably.

It seems that the rationale for the present 7 years legal education should be found

rather in the second theme of the answers. It also seems that the rationale for the seven

years arrangement is predicated very much on the natures and qualities of both the four

years undergraduate and the three years legal education. What is the nature of American

undergraduate education? Invariably, the answer is its nature of being a part of the liberal

arts and science education. And its objective is suggested as training of young persons as

gentlemen or as citizens in democratic society. And it is also suggested that its

characteristics lies in instilling of creative mind and critical thinking in students. In order

to achieve these goals, history, philosophy, literature, language, writing, mathematics and

science are emphasized and an undergraduate student is allowed to declare one's major at

the end of his or her sophomore year or even in a later point oftime.

Obviously the concept of undergraduate liberal arts and science education here is

suggested as being opposed to or contrasted with that of specialists or professions. Then

we can notice that American undergraduate education is supposedly designed to educate

young persons as men of free, creative mind and critical thinking, not specialists or

professionals. And specialist or professional education is supposed to follow such an

undergraduate education of liberal arts and science. An assumption is that professional

education without the benefits of undergraduate liberal arts and science education,
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immediately following high school graduation would rather produce technicians (legal

technicians or case lawyers), not learned professionals. Such an assumption obviously begs

a number of further questions such as "how do you know for sure?" and "can you

scientifically prove it?" However, many strongly believe that that assumption has a kernel

of truth in it. Otherwise the American formula of the three years of legal education

following the four years of undergraduate education would not have been possibly born.

And many Korean legal academics and practitioners buy this point.

We also can notice that the truthfulness of the assumption depends on the nature of

high school education as well. For exsample, institutionally the German pattern of legal

education is an undergraduate undertaking. It has to be pointed out, however, that their

high school education, that of their Gymnasium, is equivalent or comparable to American

undergraduate liberal arts and science education or at least its lower division's

undergraduate education. Consequently, the German model can be perhaps cited more as

a comparative evidence of the soundness of the American pattern than as a disproving

point. At the same time, it also has to be mentioned that in the US there are those who

seriously think that the requirement of the four year undergraduate education is not

necessary for professional legal education and thus costs more time and more money than

necessary as indicated earlier. Interestingly enough there are a number of medical schools

which have six year program/two years of pre-med course followed by four years of medical

course) in the US unlike the general pattern of four years of undergraduate course

followed by fours of medical course. Incidentally, there also exists a strong support of five

years oflaw programrtwo years of pre-law and three years oflaw courses) as a reform idea

in Korea. The general pattern of legal education in universities presently in Korea is a

four years of undergraduate program and the nature of their law courses is said to be

more that of liberal arts and less professional. And the present pattern of Korean medical

program is that of six years/two years of pre-med and four years of medicine).

It has to be also pointed out that what is known as the general pattern of undergraduate

education that consists in liberal arts and science is certainly true with the Ivy league and

other nationally and internationally well-known prestigious universities and traditional

colleges. Theil' curricula, class room emphasis and performances, compulsory dormitory

living, and even their university-supported extra curricula activities and sport events are

all geared to the fostering of gentlemenship steeped in liberal arts and science whose mind

and spirit are creative, liberal, yet critically thinking, and tolerant of diversities. This



description of the general pattern and nature of liberal arts and science oriented

undergraduate education does not fit quite well the picture of a large number of less

prestigious, locally patronized universities and colleges, particularly those urban centered

and popular with their night classes, including community colleges as we go down the

ladder of their prestige and nation-wide fame. Naturally and understandably their classes

are more practical and job-oriented and less liberal arts and science oriented. And the

requirement of dormitory living does not exist there. Yet it seems that the overtones of

American undergraduate education in general are undeniably those of liberal arts and

science.

Then our next inquery is why undergraduate liberal arts and science education is

necessary before the undertaking of "professional" legal education. We believe that law can

be taught and learned at various level of one's intellectual development. Certainly law can

be taught and learned as a liberal art subject in universities as well. Law has been and

still is an undergraduate subject throughout the world. And with an undergraduate law

program lawyers after lawyers are produced everywhere with a bar examination required

or even without it, although we need some qualifications, for example, such as shown by

the German case in which comparatively a much greater number of lawyers take their

Doktor juris program following their undergraduate law schooling and their bar

examination and some take even Habilitation course thereafter (See how many American

JDs take doctoral degree works). As far as I know, the US is the only country in the world

in which legal education is conducted at a graduate level in the name of profesional

training.

As I have already implied, I am not 100% convinced by American legal academicians

and practitioners alone that professional legal education undertaken with the means of

case method which is so characteristic of American legal education cannot meaningfully be

conducted without the precedent undergraduate education. On the basis of my own

observation, I believe that the present American arrangement of professional legal

education makes what the American lawyers typically are; self-confident (almost

arrogant), resourceful, aggressive, and specialists in various specific fields. It is easy to

become a specialist when a specialist course is offered at a graduate level. An

undergraduate library science is most likely to produce generalist librarians skilled in

cataloging technics, etc., and very hard to turn out subject-specialists like a law librarians,

science librarians and medical librarians. Likewise, an undergraduate law program is very
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likely to produce mostly generalist lawyers and difficult to train them as subject

specialists out of them. A graduate from an engineering department can be trained very

easily as a competent patent lawyer following the three years of professional graduate

level training, for example. But the same level of competent patent lawyers will be difficult

to be produced out of graduates from undergraduate law schools. The same goes with

many other fields of legal specialties such as legal economists, trade specialists, legal

environmentalists.

It appears that the recently born WTO organization and trade law, especially the US

Super 301, are more the products of American lawyers than those of traders and

economists. The talk about the overproduction of lawyers in American society, the overflow

of lawyers seems to drive them not only to seek the creation and expansion of domestic law

markets but now to create new international law markets beyond the home ground in

which for them to be active as well. The US is pressing for the world-wide opening of legal

service markets. It is clear that American lawyers are dominant in the WTO and the trade

law. Perhaps this picture of aggressive and creative American lawyers may be overblown,

but I believe that it has some truth in it. I also believe that the self-confidence,

resourcefulness, and aggressiveness of American lawyers are mostly fostered during their

undergraduate education in which creative thinking and analytic mind are particularly

emphasized through the liberal arts education which they underwent. And they are

further reinforced during "professional" graduate level legal education. It appears to me

that creative thinking, analytic mind, and application ability are the center of the

American law school instruction. The case method is used only to produce creative

thinking, analytic mind, and application ability out of law students, not a memory and

recitation ability. We are told that with the case method law students are trained to "think

like lawyers." It appears to me that American legal education goes further beyond training

students simply to "think like lawyers" to make them confident and competent to tackle

whatever lagal problems they face with their creative and analytic mind, and application

ability. I believe in order to Reach the level of American lawyers' creative thinking,

analytic mind, and application ability the kind of undergraduate education is necessary.

No wonder that American lawyers have been playing an important, active role in the

major areas of American society from the foundation of the nation and the constitution

making to industrialization and business. I believe that the major American social

changes cannot practically be imagined without the active roles played by lawyers in



them. And in the early days of American history when social life was relatively simple

with its agricultural base even much less sophisticated method of legal instruction such as

an apprentice system would have been sufficient to produce competent lawyers to meet the

social needs. In a rapidly changing industrial society, however, such a system would not be

sufficient enough to produce competent lawyers who can play an active role in solving

complicated modern legal problems they face. The American pattern of graduate level

professional legal education is, perhaps accidentaly, created exactly to meet the needs of

modern American society.

Naturally our next inquirys are: what is the nature of instruction methods in the

American legal education which is conducted at the graduate level? What do you mean by

"professional" when you talk about the characteristically American professional legal

education in university? The prevailing methods of instruction in the American law school

can be termed definitely as the case method and Socratic method. Probably law schools are

not unique in employing these two methods. What is unique about American legal

education is that they are the predominant methods employed in law school instructions.

Other methods such as lectures and seminars are much less used and usually for the less

than basic courses and usually for the upper class courses. First of all, the case method

and Socratic method are utilized definitely for the first year required courses such as

contracts, torts, property, criminal law, and civil procedure, that would constitute the

basics of the common law teachings. The textbooks for those basic courses are particularly

the collections of "leading" cases. And classes are organized in such a way that generally

two hours preparation by way of reading the assigned cases is needed for one hour

classroom performance. Students in the class are asked to sum up the facts from the

assigned cases and to find out the legal principles applied or applicable to the factual

situations-all in the name of Socratic dialogues. Incidentally, it is interesting to note that

in the German law schools Ubung courses are extensively offered as the essential

(required) parts of their legal instruction baside lecture and seminar courses. The Ubung

is nothing but a German version of the case method utilized in law teachings.

It is worth nothing that students are not required nor encouraged simply to memorize

the cases but to discern what kinds of legal principles are applicable to what kinds of
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factual situations from the decided cases whereby it is used to train students to acquire

analytic power and application ability in tackling various legal problems. The case

methods are utilized only to attain the goal of having students acquire the analytic and

application ability. The textbooks are the collections of all the related cases ever decided,

but those of the "leading" appellate court decisions. Moreover, the textbooks carry not only

the Ieadings cases but also the important questions (important from law teachers'

perspectives) to ask before or after the leading cases and also excerpts of important

treaties, articles, and statutory codes. The textbooks today may contain more excepts of

important treaties, non-legal social science as well as legal articles, and statutory

provisions than the decided cases, depending upon the subject matters. This is

particularly so in such subject matters as economic regulations, negotiation and

mediation, trade law, environment law, and legislation. In this way students are trained

not only to tackle the decided cases but also to deal even with the emerging or forming

areas of law confidently.

Our next question is how the kind of law teaching conducted with the case and Socratic

methods is related to "graduate studies" on the one hand and to "professional" education

on the other. This question is raised precisely because not only practicing lawyers but legal

academicians(law professors) are also produced out of the same law school legal education

without them pursuing further academic degree works like masters and Ph.D.s beyond J.

D. or LL.B.(yes, today an increasing number of law professors certainly have engaged in

further trainings such as law clerkships and Ph.D.s in other fields like economics and in

publications before they were appointed as a professor). I believe that the analytic mind

and application ability fostered with the case and Socratic methods through the kind of

legal education are the common denominators that are to be shared by both legal

academicians and law practitioners. I also believe from my own observations that the

American legal education presently being conducted has a very strong components of both

the academic and practical trainings as well beyond the cultivation of the lawyer-like

thinking ability (indicated as analytic mind and application ability).

It appears, however, that the respective shares of the academic and practical

components vary from particular law schools to law schools. The so-called national,

prestigious law schools such as Harvard, Yale, University of Californiat Berkeley),

University of Michigan, Stanford and Northwestern invariably have the very strong

academic components. Regional or local law schools place greater emphasis on practical
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trainings in their legal education. When queried, professors of the prestigious law schools

told us, without hesitation, that theirs was a research oriented school; their appointment,

promotion and pay scale were all determined by their scholarship shown in publications (a

good researcher is not necessarily a good teacherl), Even at regional law schools,

publications are very important in the evaluation of their professors but not as much and

there seem to be other merit points than publications especially for those who are in

charge of developing and managing their school's practical training programs such as an

intern program. And good teachers are more appreciated than good scholars there in local

law schools.

The national law schools of course has practical training components as well in their

education. In their curricula there are courses designed more for practical trainings such

as legal writings and intern programs. Their emphasis differs, however. Their intern

programs are usually an elective course and practicing lawyers are usually in charge of

the programs on part-time basis. In locally oriented law schools, for example, intern

porgrams are more extensively offered and often compulsory and full-time professors are

appointed for that purpose. In Northeastern university school of law a compulsory

"cooperative program" more than a simple intern program is set up for their students.

Upon school's placement service students are to take off one year to work in a law or a

business firm while earning a full-time payment. This program works for the benefits of

the three involved: students earn money to finance their own educational expenses and an

on-the-job parctical trainings for their future; the firms have the chance to try and train

prospective employees; and the school is able to attract students, especially those who can

ill afford to finance their own education.

Now we are back to the question of what is meant by "professional" raised earlier. The

meaning of "professional" seems to me particularly puzzling since the American legal

education has both the adademic and practical components under the rubric of

"professional" education conducted as a part of university graduate programs as indicated

above. How does a professional education, particularly its practical component differ from

a teaching in trades? Does it differ from teaching in trades only because it is offered as a

part of university programs and thus it has an academic component? Probably the answer

lies with the concept of profession, the noun form of "professional."

It appears that a profession is differentiated from a trade or a business probably

because of the following factors inseparably associated with it: (1) a term "profession" has
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a very strong elements of public interests in it, such as public health cares for the medical

profession, law and justice for the legal profession, etc. The people's general well-being is

very much dependent upon their professions so that they cannot be simply a trade or a

business designated primarily for private profit purposes. Consequently, (2) the

community has a very strong interest in controlling them (to keep their qualities high and

their practices clean) as expressed in the matters of schooling, licensing and disciplining

their members. In many European countries the state has the licensing power and

involves in disciplinary matters. In the US the voluntary bar associations exercise those

powers over their members. The American Bar Association(ABA) has been playing an

important role in maintaining the qualities of legal education high by way of its

accreditation program. (3) The professional ethics and responsibilities are especially

emphasized. In fact, the professional ethics and responsibilities are an integral element of

their profession. They are to maintain a profession claimed as a "learned" profession

placed high in society. Without the elements of strong professional ethics and

responsibilities a profession would easily turn into a trade or a business. In American law

schools professional ethics and responsibilities courses are offered. And the professional

ehics and responsibilities are even an important test topic of the bar examination in many

states. The professional legal education, even its practical training component, is not

definitely a training in a trade or a business.

As a final observation, it is not surprising that the American legal education has a very

strong academic component placed within it. The academic component matches the overall

picture of the legal profession which is composed of legal academicians and scholars as

well as practitioners such as judges, public prosecutors, business lawyers, law firm

partners, lobbyists, legislative counselors, and even lawyer-politicians involved in the

major currents of American society and the world affairs. And it is worth noting that legal

academicians and scholars have been playing a prominent role not only in the law schools

but also in the developments of the American legal system, the profession, American

society, and the world. I believe that the American education is designed to meet the

various needs of the members of the American profession and the challenges they

encounter in playing their variegated roles in American society and in the globe. Beyond

that I have a lot more questions than answers which I can try to make.
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Keehyun HongcProfessor of Economics, SNU)

The paper by professor -Ioon Koo Lee is informative in explaining the over-all features of

the American undergraduate education. However, some statements may be misleading

and some additional facts can be considered for comprehensive description.

1. Professor Lee suggests that college education was open to the entire people quite long

ago in the United States, by mentioning President B. Franklin. But, the ratio of college

students among their age group remained very low, about 4% around 1900. Many new

colleges were established in the 1880s and 1890s, but there were many immigrants.

College education was not easily accessible for the poor, and the minority until the end of

the second world war in the United States.

2. Professor Lee says that the public sector accounts for the 90% of total. college

enrollment. But I think that the American system is not like the European system,

because there are no nationally supported colleges, and most competitive colleges are

privated owned. Furthermore, most state universities and community colleges are

operated not unlike private universities in terms of their tuition charges student and

faculty recruitment.

The reason why there are higher college enrollment ratio in the United States than in

Europe that there is no nationally conducted educational system or policy, unlike the

European countries where few selected elites are supposed to go to colleges supported by

the government.

3. Professor Lee thinks that there seems to be no apparent discrimination in the college

education. This is partly true, in that the sexual and racial discrimination in the United

States is not severer than in other countries. But there are still worries about sexual and

racial discrimination among academics. For example, the share of female undergraduate

students in economics department is 35%, while that of female faculty members is 13%

and that of female assistant professors is 24%, although more financial aid is given to the

female graduate students. In addition, some departments like econimics, political science,

and physics are male-dominant, and some departments like psychology and biology are

not. I am not arguing that there is severe discrimination only in the academic sector in the

U.S. because there are not enough qualified female researchers. But the mere openness of
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the enrollment does not necessarily imply the equality between special groups.

4. I agree that there still is conflicts among the three goals of college education. The

goals are vocational training, scientific research, and liberal education. The conflict is

partly solved by the diversity of colleges, as is with the case of teaching colleges which

provide the liberal education, research universities where the current state of research is

carried.

This is partly resolved by the tenure system: Many senior professors, although they are

not at the front line of current research, offer good quality undergraduate courses, since

they used to be good researchers.

5. Professor Lee argues that college education may be wasteful, in the sense that the

over-qualified college graduates work for the jobs suitable for high school gradates.

However, education or learning is not only investment activity, but also consumption

activity at the same time. It may not be optimally productive, but it can be disirable in the

allocation of given resources. Furthermore, it can be indirectly productive, in terms of

producing a lot of many learned citizens to maintain the civil society and community life.

Brady S. Colemanracjonce Professor, Hanyang Univ.)

I found Professor Choi's paper to be well written and well researched. Let me take this

time to add just some reasons and possible agruments on why legal education is needed in

the states. I have, for convenience sake, listed eight reasons.

1. Tradition: Undergraduate training is necessary to prepare students for the complex

case methods found in graduate law schools.

2. Issue of age and maturity- do we really want 21 year olds who just graduated from

college to be a lawyer, to have at that level of age and maturity to be in a position to

handle large amounts of money or be involved in decisions which relate to life or death? A

possible solution is that in order to become a professor or judge, the US law schools can

add a graduate program for few more years in addition to law school. This will most

definately be able to weed out the less committed. In one sense, if the US adopted the

JTRC program of Korea then an abbreviated law school if possible because those who

attended the program will get sufficient training to deal with more serious problems.

3. There are too many lawyer in America. If we don't have graduate school for law, are

we going to increase the already inflated numbers? Without the barriers of graduate law



school there is less of a barrier to become a lawyer. Professor Choi has mentioned the

racist barriers of the past. Here, I am talking just about the general barriers to prevent

the number of lawyers from getting too big. One way to limit this problem is by simply

making the bar exam tougher to pass. This also relates to the issue of keeping out the less

committed students because having three more years of school will generally tend to weed

out those who are less serious. The tradition in US law and society is that we want and

expect lawyers to be serious. It is not ironic that most of our national leaders have a legal

background. This gives them a sense oflegitimacy.

4. Law school provides a status which lawyers probably want to keep. This is similar to

other professional schools (e.g., Business schools and Medical schools). If the need for

graduate law school is eliminated, then the future lawyer may think that their status had

been diminished because all they had to do to get their degree was attend school for four

years.

5. Iflaw school is eliminated in the US, where are the professor going to go or do?

6. Undergraduate years is not a particularly serious time. Do we really want to impose

seriousness to 18 or 19 year olds? This is one of the most peritnent issue concerning why

the US system is so hard to change.

7. US high school and universities are not adequately preparing students in the skills

necessary for law school. many college graduates can barely write coherently. In this

sense, the undergraduate system should be seen as a remedial program.

None of the reasons mentioned are compelling. If someone asked to me to design a legal

education program in the US from the beginning, I would scrap the current system and

propose a system of two years of liberal arts and then two years of law school.

On a more personal note, my experience of law school during 1988-89 at Columbia was

that most students after they were accepted were scared of their first year of law school.

Most have seen the movie Paper Chase. After a few months this wears off, especially at

the elite schools. Another significant aspect of American law school is that almost no one

fails. Once you are there it is very easy to do no work and to do well with grades and get a

good paying job. Most students realize that the relationships between what they learn in

law school and what they are going to need to know as a new associate are not always at

link, especially at elite schools where a lot training is very theoretical and philosophical

the professor are interested in their own academic pursuit.

By your second and third year, it is possibile to work at a firm and make a lot of money



part-time. In this sense, students are already getting the practical training. So, three

years of law school, in theory, is preparing you to be a lawyer. Let me also tell you about

the state of legal profession in the US. I'm a representative because I left the profession to

teach English in Korea. Law is a miserable profession. Polls are taken, for example, in

california there was one taken which was shocking. Seventy percent sad that they would

not have chosen law if they could do it over again. There is stress, divorce, alcoholism and

drugs in general. Law is an enormously an unhappy profession. A lot of people go to law

school because they dont know what else to do. That was my case. Not many lawyers stay

in their profession, as indicative by my roommates at Amherst, where out of ten, four

became lawyers and now one is a minister, a teacher and the remaining person is a lawyer

with dreams of being a novelist. Out of twenty of my entering law firm class in San

Francisco, all have left the firms. Most are still lawyers, but several are doing things like

me, pursuing other fields.



J ae-boon Kim(Professor of Economics, SNU)

Thank you for the opportunity to speak here, this is an enlightening symposium. I would

like to make couple of comments especially pertaining to science and engineering

education of the US Undergraduate education system, This will be basically adding to and

complementing Professor Noh's paper. I generally agree with him on the main points of

the paper. I would like to add couple of specific cases to illustrate his main ideas. First,

about the topic of culture and liberal aspect of scientific education as an extension of the

cultural and liberal education in the US. I would like to mention this specifically because I

am in the Physics Department. I was interested in the variety of physics text books offered

to various undergraduates. In Korea, my impressions is that they try to adopt the most

prestigious text book, sometime which is very difficult for undergraduate who are not

going in to the specialty of physics. What the US university does is that they try to develop

different versions of physics text books, at least three that I know of. First one is a

calculus based physics which is oriented towards engineering and science students.

Secondly, they have a non-calculus versions of physics text books. This book is Mainly

geared towards life science majors. They need some very fundamental ideas of modern

physics but they do not need specific mathematical techniques which simply make the

theory better. Third, there are those who need some ideas of modern physics, not for their

speciality, but as a responsible individuals. So, I think these efforts are made by the

American undergraduate education specialists in providing physics as a part of the

cultural and liberal aspect of training.

The second comment deals with laboratory demonstration. The specific cases which I

like to mention is the need for students to have some training in modern computer

facilities. For example, programs on how to access internet and how to get information and

organize it in an efficient way. The American universities do offer courses, more

importantly they try to provide the facilities and encourage the students to pursue

themselves in this aspect. For example, if you invite the ordinary public to study how to

access internet and down load very important information, it is very difficult to train them

with empty words. What we can do and what American universities actually does is that

they they establish sites where undergraduate students can freely come in and try these

facilities and go on their own adventures. Also, for the economics of the American



undergraduate education, I like to remind the researchers to consider and compare with

the European case where the science and engineering elites are actually selected well

before they move into the undergraduate education. Again this is connected to the

comments made by the chairman, and my impression is that the Europeans have a

different philosophy and they try to select and train according to their philosophy.

The next topic I want to discuss deals with economics. The economic burden is

minimized by actually encouraging students to choose their paths as early as possible. My

impression of American education is that studnets defer this decision as long as possible.

But many young people who spend time getting good grades in universities know that this

may not be useful for their eventual occupation is a great loss to society as a whole. I think

there should be some studies on this philosophical aspect of which system is more

desirable for Korean universities because I think the general purpose of studying the US

undergraduate is to learn from it and try to adopt to improve the education in Korea.

William Stueck(Fulbright Professor)

I want to make a few comments that grow out of my experience here as a Fulbrighter, I

would like to add a few positive dimensions about the American education which the

Koreans might adopt. Also, I will spend time about couple of negative aspects which lad

been touched upon by other papers.

On the positive side, taken from the perspective of someone who comes from the field of

humanities, the American liberal arts education certainly places a good deal of emphasis

on essay writing. The information presented in the US World and New Reports which

stated that many college graduates could not read nor write well, I assume, are not the

products of liberal arts education. I think essays are very important not only in terms of

developing creative ability. Writing an essay is more of a creative act than circling an

answer from a multiple choice exam. But it is also a very practical matter- that is to say

that writing an essay is something people do outside of college. I think this is one of the

strengths of liberal arts education in the US. When professors in liberal arts and

humanities do not assign essays, they make no efforts do defend it. The bottom line is that

they are lazy because it takes tremendous amounts of time to grade an essay well.

Another strength of US liberal arts education in the US is "methods courses." At the

University of Georgia, for example, the History Department, to get a history major a

student has to take a junior and senior seminars. Both of these seminars are heavily



geared towards research and writing. I believe that some of the things taught in the

seminars need to be geared back to freshmen and sophomore years. My experience in

Korea with my graduate students is that this is something that has not been attended to.

Accessibility is a strength of the American system. One of the reasons it is because there

is a weakness in education prior to college. There are also a lot of people who are late

bloomers. US college education allows students to develop by giving them accessibility

many different fields.

Let me now focus on those aspects which need improvements in the US education

system. One has to do with schools of education. I majored in education during my

undergraduate years- social studies major to be precise. My own experience with taking

education courses or with my undergraduate training, the worst teachers I had were those

training me how to teach. A little piece of advice, that if you are going to emulate our

system, don't emulate the school of education. A second area of problem is the relationship

between teaching and research. It is generally a fact that the professors that teach the

least get paid the most. Frankly, this is wrong. I say this as someone who takes research

very seriously. In fact, I tend to be more suspicious of those who don't publish. In fact, it is

our job to both and do both well. And we should be rewarded or punished on the 'basis of

how we do both. If we are going to take teaching seriously, the rewards system must go

beyond student evaluation. As I understand it in Korea, there is no such thing as student

evaluations. I would argue that evaluations can be very useful, but they should not stand

alone. Student really have no way of knowing how competent an individual professor is in

the field. Peers are much better at evaluating this. I would argue that if teaching is going

to integrated more fully into the reward system, then peer evaluation is really necessary.

And the University of Georgia is at the forefront of this national project which includes

public and elite universities. These are very controversial because there are many

professors who bridal at the idea of being evaluated by their peers. My response to them is

simply accountability. One of the things being done in our study is to try and devise

methods of moving towards peer evaluation while at the same time limiting the resistance

to it. The first step is to get professor talking to each other about teaching- that is rather

than simply having colloquia where professor talk about their research, also have

colloquia where professors talk about teaching. The important thing is to change the

culture of the academy. Thank you.


